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The year is marching on and we are now well and truly
into the winter season. Remember to wrap up warm
when you go outside.
What an interesting couple of months it's been. We
hope you have managed to get by fairly well and that
we will soon be heading towards a phase where we
can have a little more interaction with our friends and
family. The team have been working hard to ensure
everyone is kept as safe and happy as possible, but
continuing to have fun where we are able to.
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Village Activities

Queens Platinum Jubilee
June kicked off across the village with wonderful celebrations for the
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. We had fish and chip lunches with mushy peas
followed by Victoria sponge, and we enjoyed a right royal knees up with
British music and celebrations. We had 2 raffles with all sorts of British
goodies to celebrate the Jubilee, which were won by Pauline Timms and
Nola Bowron.
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Later in June we celebrated Matariki where we all learnt about the Maori
New Year with some displays set up. In the essence of Matariki, we
reflected on the past year, remembered those who we had loved and lost,
and made wishes for the year to come. We hope everyone enjoyed the
new public holiday.
Our residents across Elmswood are embracing some new weekly exercise
sessions. These have a focus on improving balance and strength as well
as using different parts of the body. We consider ongoing exercise to be
very important to healthy ageing and is a good way to reduce the risk of
falls and other injuries, as well as enabling our residents to retain their
mobility.
The Villa Men’s group enjoyed a lunch out at the Harewood Tavern and
visit to the Bishopdale Menzshed in June. As we are a small village, we are
looking at connecting to our closest community Menzshed and are very
impressed by the range of activities they offer.

Floor Scrabble

Menzshed

Mothers Day

Mothers Day High Tea
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Unfortunately, but not unexpectedly, both staff and residents
were unwell with covid in early July, which has put a halt on the
scheduled activities programme. Instead, we've delivered
individual activities to residents in their rooms and arranged
video chats for some residents which is a great way for residents
to see their family in lieu of a personal visit. Covid disrupts all
operations across the village, causing cancellations, postponements and
time changes. We thank you all for your patience and understanding
during this time.
We are planning an overhaul of our library and bookcases in the village
and a regular book delivery to residents in the rest home, hospital and
apartment studios. We welcome the donation of good quality reading
books and also general interest books with photos such as gardening,
sports, hobbies, travel etc. We are especially interested in obtaining
large print books for our vision impaired residents. If anybody has any
books they would be willing to donate, please let the Activities team
know or drop at the rest home reception. The residents also love
reading magazines so if you have some recent magazines that you no
longer need, we will happily take them off your hands.

Kitchen Chatters & Baby Days in
the hospital

Mothers Day display at reception Kaye & Nola
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Laundry
While the weather is cold, our residents are wearing more woollen
layers. We try our best to ensure that woollens and delicates are washed
appropriately, however there are times these pieces do get put in the
normal wash. Therefore, if families are concerned that any damage
might occur to these items, we ask that you take them home and wash
them.
This is also a reminder that all clothing items need to be named. Next
time you visit, or purchase new items, please ensure everything is
labelled with a name or room number. Unnamed items can be viewed in
the laundry on Tuesdays 1pm - 1.30pm, or you can email Christina
(HK@elmswood.co.nz) with a description, and we will do our best to track
down the item.

Family/Next of Kin Contact Details

It is important the information we hold on file is accurate and up to date.
This ensures that when we need to communicate with family/next of kin
we can do so in a timely and efficient manner. Please let us know if
family/next of kin details change. We would appreciate their email
address, so we can keep them informed about what is happening in our
village.
If you think the information we have is out of date please speak to Fiona
at reception to get it checked.

Emergency Call Bell System
Emergency call bells are installed in residents villas, serviced
apartment/studios, care rooms and the Community Centre. They are
checked twice a year to confirm they are working correctly.
When a call point is pressed the display screens around the facility will
show where assistance is required. If you are unfamiliar on how the call
bells work, please let reception know and they can organise someone
to go through this with you.
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Hydration

As we become older, we become more vulnerable to dehydration.
The amount of water in our body decreases by approximately 15% by
the time we are 80 years old, therefore we become more susceptible to
dehydration from the loss of a small amount of body water.
Our sensation for thirst is also diminished and we don't have the drive
that makes us drink more.
Dehydration can lead to falls, confusion and hospitalisation.
It is therefore recommended to:
1. Drink on a schedule
2. keep a stock of beverages you prefer to drink.
3. Congratulate yourself when you drink certain quantities in the day.

Elmswood History

Recently we have had some residents interested in the history of
Elmswood Retirement Village. This has been an interesting exercise –
delving in to the early years of the Village which has been progressively
expanded as land became available.
Elmswood Court opened in the early 90’s comprising of two rest home
wings – Kowhai and Rata plus studios 1 - 9 in Hagley Wing. A few years
later Cedar Wing and apartments 10 – 17 in Deans Wing were added. The
first six villas appeared shortly after, with more being built in several
stages up until 1999. Avon Wing, with the last of the serviced apartments
and studios was added in the early 2000’s.
Between 2009 – 2015 the name was updated to Elmswood Retirement
Village, and the old Athol McCully Garden Centre site was purchased. The
area was cleared along with other properties on Colwyn St, making way
for Villas 51 – 82 and the Community Centre with its pool, spa, gym and
social areas.
The latest addition was Elmswood’s 25 bed state of the art hospital wing
which opened in April 2017. Wide corridors, large bathrooms and ceiling
hoists in every room were carefully factored in to ensure the ongoing
comfort and ease of use for both residents and staff. We look forward to
our ongoing renovations being fully completed to provide a consistent
product throughout the entire care centre.
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The Great Duck Appeal
In addition to people, Elmswood is also home to a resident duck
population, which grows every year with the next round of cute fluffy
chicks. A few residents have raised concerns as some ducks are
becoming a nuisance, even going as far as tapping on villa doors as
though expecting to be fed.
Unfortunately, what’s not so cute, is the mess they leave behind, and it is
difficult to keep on top of this all year round. Therefore, we are appealing
to you all to please refrain from feeding the ducks.

Onsite Works
Building work continues in Deans Wing as we move closer to its
completion. The apartments are taking shape and the temporary dining
room in Villa 25 is almost finished. Fingers crossed there are no more
delays.
As we draw closer to the completion of this
stage, the builders will start relocating
their work to 2 main areas. They will
continue to be mainly stationed in front of
the Apartments entranceway, and also in
front of Villa 25. This will mean there will
be increased traffic on the internal road
for villas 23-36 as there will be more
building material delivery trucks.
There will be a period of approximately 4
months during the summer months that
we will not be able to drive through our
village to access Colwyn Street via 131
Wairakei Road. There may also be times
that the two visitor carparks at the
temporary entrance to the apartments will
not be available due to trucks and
deliveries.

Deans Wing corridor

Villa 25 - temporary dining room

We thank you for your continued patience
during these remedial works.
Gib fixing and stopping in apartments
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A Word From Our Gardener
Winter In The Elmswood Gardens.
Before I get into all things gardening I would like you all to know that we
are sadly saying goodbye to Auriol. She is leaving on August 5th to
pursue full time study. She has been a wonderful part of the Elmswood
gardening team and will be missed. I do wonder who will laugh at my
silly jokes when she has gone!
It's nice to know we have passed the shortest day, even though we
usually get the colder weather after that. It's a nice sign that Spring is just
around the corner.
We have started rose pruning around the village which is quite the
mission given the amount of roses we have. Once they have been
pruned they will be getting a winter spray.
I am waiting for for the new seasons Cornus (Dogwoods) to come into
the nursery so I can replace a couple that have died around some Villas
by the community centre.
There are still some smaller winter jobs that we hope to get done before
Spring approaches. These include sorting and rearranging the gardens
behind the community centre and the gardens along the main driveway
behind V70 - 73, replacing some of the older woody shrubs with fresh
new plants and giving the garden behind the hospital a good
refurbishment.
The Plane trees by the community centre will be having their yearly trim
over the next month. We will do a mailbox drop regarding this once the
arborist confirms a date.
We have added a few seats around the village for you all to use and
enjoy. They are on the lawn by the creek at villa 22 and on the lawn area
by Apt 423. There is also a new pink table and chairs set with some
pretty pots and new annual planted gardens, outside the rest home
lounge by the fountain.
I hope you all are managing to get out and
enjoy some winter sunshine.
Sonya and the Gardening Team.
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Puzzle Corner
Word builder

How many words of 3 or more letters can
you make from the 5 letters below, using
each letter only once? No foreign words or
those beginning with a capital are allowed.
There is at least one five letter word.
CAELM
Good - 9 Very Good - 15 Excellent - 18

Riddles
What starts with T, ends with T, and has T in it?
A teapot.
What has 13 hearts but no other organs?

A deck of cards.
If you throw a blue stone into the Red Sea, what will it
become?

Wet.

What runs around a whole yard without moving?

A fence.
Jubilee celebrations in
the Community Centre
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